Recently, a few studies have provided firm evidence for fire-driven selection on plant traits 38 by focusing on trait variation across natural populations with contrasting fire regimes. showed that individuals of the Mediterranean shrub species Ulex parviflorus from localities 48 with a history of high fire recurrence are, on average, more flammable than those growing in 49 sites with no recent fires. These studies strongly suggest that phenotypic variation in fire-50 related traits can be the consequence of different fire regimes across the landscape. However, 51
there are few studies analysing whether the intraspecific phenotypic variation observed in 52 Our hypothesis is that flammability-enhancing traits in post-fire seeders vary adaptively in 86 response to different fire regimes, and thus we expect the phenotypic variation in these traits 87 to have a genetic component. For each individual we extracted genomic DNA from ca. 50 mg of dried plant 166 material, previously powdered using two stainless steel beads on a RETSCH MM 400 mixer 167 mill. The extraction was performed using the Speedtools plant DNA extraction kit (Biotools, 168
Madrid, Spain), with small modifications to the manufacturer's protocol to optimize the 169 extraction for this highly lignified species. DNA quantity and quality was assessed by 170 NanoDrop™ 1000 and by running electrophoreses of aliquots of the genomic DNA extracted variables transformed to achieve normality, when required. 232
FlamPC1 explained 58.0% of the variance in flammability and was mostly a gradient 233 of time to ignition and mass loss rate (negative) and heat release (positive). FlamPC2 234 explained 21.5% of the variance and was highly associated to bulk density (Table S5 , Fig. S1 , 235
Supporting information). That is, flamPC1 was more related to small scale (i.e., twig) 236 flammability while flamPC2 reflected flammability associated to whole-plant structure. We 237 thus considered that these two PC axes successfully summarize the phenotypic variability in 238 flammability across individuals. of AFLP loci considered for the genetic-phenotypic association was 226 (Table S4,  248 Supporting information). Unless otherwise noted, analyses were run in the stats package in R. 249
For each locus, we performed two GLM regressions with binomial error distribution using Our estimation of putative adaptive loci was based on their relation with flammability. 296
To further support that there is a genetic basis to the phenotypic differences observed in the 297 field, we additionally searched for outlier loci using a population genomic approach (i.e. a 298 phenotype-independent method) as implemented in the software BayeScan 2.1 (Foll & 299
Gaggiotti 2008). This method is based on differentiation between populations, highlighting 300 loci with exceptional genetic differentiation when compared to the neutral expectation. A 301 global analysis based on the AFLP markers was run for the two fire regime categories (a two-302 deme model: HiFi and NoFi). We pooled sites within the same fire regime because our 303 purpose was to detect allelic variation specifically related to fire. BayeScan automatically 304 tuned model parameters using short pilot runs (20 pilot runs, length 5000). The default chain 305 parameters worked well for our data, so the sample size was 5000 with a thinning interval of 306 10. We set the prior odds to the neutral model to 1, and set the uncertainty for the inbreeding 307 coefficient (Fis) prior to vary uniformly between 0.3 and 0.7. This is because our study plant 308 has a mixed mating system, as it is self-compatible but pollinated by effective pollinators 309 (large bees) which are highly likely to perform cross-pollination. genetic diversity values (Hj, PLP and Br) that were similar among sites (Table 2) . Estimates 316 of among-sites differentiation showed low genetic differences in spite of geographical 317 distances. The vast majority of the molecular variance occurred within sites (92%), leaving 318 the remaining 8% to variance among sites (AMOVA, P < 0.001, overall Φ PT = 0.078). This is 319 confirmed by the other two estimates, overall F ST = 0.05 and D= 0.02. The site located furthest 320 from the other three, Ares del Maestrat (Table 1 and Table S2 A total of 16 loci were significantly related to flamPC1 and 13 to flamPC2 (Table 3) , 333 with both positive and negative relationships between flammability and the presence of a 334 locus (Fig. 1) . When we computed the significance of the flammability axes against the AFLP 335 loci in the randomly permuted data matrices, we obtained between 0 and 5 significant 336 regressions, further suggesting that our results cannot be explained by chance. The multiple 337 regression analysis of flamPC1 in relation to the presence/absence of the 16 loci was highly 338 The phenotypic-independent outlier detection analysis showed that four AFLP loci out 359 of the 220 analysed (Table S4 , Supporting information) were outlier loci. All of these four loci 360
were already pointed out in the previous analysis as being related to one or both flammability 361 variables (Table 3) . Figure 3 shows an example of one such relationship, where the allelic 362 The phenotypic-oriented approach for finding adaptive molecular variation, combining 383 a whole-genome scan analysis with the use of individual phenotypic data, allowed us to 384 suggest that fire might drive changes in allelic frequencies across natural sites and that such 385 the genetic variation could be associated to traits that covary with flammability in response to 387 other factors (e.g., environmental characteristics, geographical distance). However, this is 388 improbable because fire regimes do not vary in parallel with either environmental conditions 389 or with the geographical distribution of the sites (Table 1) . Despite we used a relatively large 390 number of individuals, one caveat of this study is that it is based on a limited number of sites 391 (two HiFi and two NoFi sites). We limited the analysis to the sites that we were confident of 392 fire history and that individual level phenotypic variation has been carefully studied. 393
The relatively large number of AFLP loci correlated with flammability (26 loci, Table  394 3) could be explained by the complexity of this compound trait. In fact, flammability can be 395 determined by very different plant attributes such as whole-plant structure, complex tissue 396 composition including organic and inorganic compounds, and water retention strategies 
